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Abstract

here, a data source (characterized in a probabilistic manner) is first processed by a decorrelating function f 1 . Next,
a variant of entropy coding function f? is employed, which
reduces the transition activity. This framework is then employed to derive new encoding schemes and to analytically
determine reduction in transition activity. All past work in
this area [1,3,10-121 can be shown to be special cases of
this framework.
Data transfers on microprocessor address busses are often sequential (i.e., current data value equals the previous
data value plus a constant increment) due to fetches of instructions and array elements. This property can be exploited to reduce transitions by employing Gray codes as
proposed in [12]. The Gray code does not, however, significantly reduce transitions for data busses because consecutive data values may not be sequential. Another encoding
scheme for address busses (denoted as the TO scheme) is
presented in [l] in which, if the next address is greater than
the current address by an increment of one, then the bus
lines are not altered and an extra ‘increment’ bit is set to
one. As mentioned before, this encoding scheme is not effective for data busses. In [3], a scheme, termed Bus-Invert
coding in [lo], is presented to reduce the number of transitions on a bus. The Bus-Invert coding scheme performs
well when the data is uncorrelated; i.e., it assumes a decorrelating function precedes the Bus-Invert step. This scheme
does not, however, perform well for correlated data and for
larger bus widths.
One of the choices for the function f2 in our framework
is similar to the scheme in [2], where signal samples having
higher probability of occurrence are assigned code-words
with fewer ‘ON’ bits. This scheme is suited for optical networks where the power dissipation depends on the number
of ON bits. In VLSI systems, however, power dissipation
depends on the number of transitions rather than the number of ON bits.
In this paper, simulation results are presented employing
the proposed encoding schemes, which indicate an average
reduction in transition activity of 36% for one such encoding scheme for data streams. In addition, it is shown that
a reduction in power dissipation occurs if the bus capacitechnology.
tance is greater than 14pF/bit in 1 . 2 CMOS
~
Simulation results with an encoding scheme for instruction
address busses indicate an average reduction in transition
activity by a factor of 3 times and 1.5 times over the Gray
and TO [l] coding schemes respectively. We also present
an adaptive scheme that monitors the statistics of the input and adapts its encoding scheme over time. Finally, we
present analyses to predict the reduction in transition activity of any coding scheme, which can be placed in the

Presented in this paper is a source-coding framework for
the design of codzng schemes to reduce transztzon actzvzty.
These schemes are suited f o r high capacitance busses where
the extra power dissipation due to the encoder and the decoder czrcuztry is offset b y the power savings at the bus.
A framework t o characterize low-power encoding schemes
is developed based upon the source-channel coding view. In
this framework, a data source (characterazed in a probabilistic manner) is passed through a decorrelating functzon fi
first. Next, a variant of entropy codzng function f i 1s employed, which reduces the transition activzty. The framework is then employed to derive novel encoding schemes
whereby practical forms f o r f1 and f2 are proposed. Szmulatzon results with an encoding scheme for data busses indicate an average reduction in transition activzty of 36%.
This translates into a reduction in total power dissipation
for bus capacitances greater than ldpF/bit zn 1 . 2 ~CMOS
technology and eight times more power savings compared t o
existing schemes wrth a typical value for bus capacztance of
5OpF/bzt. Simulation results with an encoding scheme for
instruction address busses indicate an average reduction in
transition activzty b y a factor of 3 tzmes and 1.5 times over
the Gray and TO [l]coding schemes respectrvely.

1

INTRODUCTION

In recent years. power dissipation has become a critical
design concern that needs to be optimized along with area
and speed. At the system level, off-chip busses have switching capacitances that are orders of magnitude greater than
those internal to a chip. Transitions on these busses result in considerable system power dissipation and reducing
them will reduce total power dissipation. Therefore, various
techniques have been proposed in literature [l,3,5,9-131 to
encode data on a bus to reduce the average and the peak
number of transitions.
In this paper, we present a source-coding framework for
describing low-power encoding schemes and then employ
the framework to develop new encoding schemes. This work
is a continuation of our effort in develo ing an informatjonwhereby equivatheoretic view of VLSI computation
lence between computation and communication is being established. This equivalence has provided lower bounds on
power dissipation for digital VLSI systems [S] and has for
the first time provided a common thread linking various levels of the VLSI design hierarchy. In the framework proposed
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prediction error, e ( n ) , is a function, f l , of the current value
E(.)
and the prediction, .^(n).The function f l could be
a linear or a non-linear function of its arguments. The prediction, .^(n),is a function, F(z(n l ) ,z ( n - 2), . . . , r ( n M l)),of the past values of ~ ( n For
) , complexity reasons,
we restrict ourselves to a value of M = 2.
The function f2 employs a variant of entropy coding
whereby, instead of minimizing the average number of bits
at the output, it reduces the average number of transitions. The function fz employs the error e ( n ) to generate
an output, y(n), which has a '1' to indicate a transition
and a '0' to indicate no transition. This code-word is then
proposed framework.
passed through an XOR gate to generate the correspond2 SOURCE-CODING FRAMEWORK
ing signal waveforms on the bus. Hence the output, y(n),
- l),
A generic communication system (see Figure 1 ) consists of the encoder is given by fi(fi(z(n),r^(n)))~y(n
of a source coder, a channel coder, a noisy channel, a chan- where $ represents a bit-wise exclusive-or. In summary,
nel decoder, and a source decoder. The source coder (de- the function f1 decorrelates the input and, in the procoder) compresses (decompresses) the input data so that cess, skews the input probability distribution so that f2
the number of bits required in the representation of the can reduce the transition activity by a memory-less mapsource is minimized. While the source coder removes re- ping of e ( n ) . The output, t(n), of the decoder is given by,
dundancy, the channel coder adds just enough of it to com- f3(fT1(y(n- 1)$ y(n)), c^(n)),where f3 is determined by
bat errors that may arise due to the noise in the physical
channel. This view of a communication system has been the choice of fi. The function f;' assigns a level to the inthe basis for the enormous growth in the distinct areas of put based on an exclusive-or of the previous input y(n - 1
source coding, channel coding, and error correcting codes. and the current input y(n). The function f3 calculates z ( n
In the present context, we consider the bus between two employing the error, e ( n ) , and the prediction, Z ( n ) . A chip
chips as the physical channel and the transmitter and re- or a pad which both, sends and receives data to and from
ceiver blocks to be a part of the pad circuitry, driving (in a bus, will need an encoder and a decoder. In order to imcase of the transmitting chip) or detecting {in case of the plement the encoder and the decoder for a B-bit input, at
receiving chip) the data signals. Furthermore, unlike in [SI, most 4 8 delays and 2B exclusive-or gates are needed, in
we will assume here that the signal levels are sufficiently addition to the hardware required to implement the funcand f3. It is possible to reduce the
high so that the channel can be considered as being noise- tions F, f1, f 2 ,
less. While this nozseless channel assumption is true for hardware depending on the actual choices for fl and f2, by
most systems today, this will not be the case for future optimizing the encoder and the decoder each as a whole and
systems where the signal swings will be lowered to reduce by also sharing logic between the encoder and the decoder
power. The noiseless channel assumption allows us to elim- in a bidirectional pad.
We now propose practical choices for F, f1, and f2 and
inate the channel coder resulting in the system shown in
Figure 2. Here, we have an entropy coder at the transmitter, then evaluate the performance of encoding schemes employwhich compresses the source into a minimal representation, ing different combinations of F, fi, and f2 in section 111.
i.e., a representation requiring the minimum number of bits. Since the aim of the encoding is to reduce power dissipaIn practice, due to data dependencies and the constraint of tion, for a choice of F, f l , and f2 to be practical, the power
having integer code-word lengths, it becomes necessary to dissipation at the encoder and decoder should be less than
take data blocks { z ( n ) , z ( n -l), . . ., z(n-M+1)} to create the savings achieved at the bus. This in turn implies that
a 'supersymbol' and then apply entropy coding. Doing so, the amount of hardware in the encoder and decoder should
however, increases the coder hardware complexity exponen- be as small as possible, for a given reduction in signal trantially with the block len th M . To address this problem, sitions.
low-complexity schemes gee Figure 3) involving a decorrelating function f1 followed by a scalar entropy coder f2 have 2.2 Alternatives for F, fi, and f2
In this paper, two alternatives for F, referred to as Idenbeen proposed. This is a sub-optimal structure if the function f1 is unable to remove all the data dependencies. If the t i t y and Increment, are considered. The output of the Idenfunction F is a linear predictor then the structure shown in t i t y function is equal to its input whereas the output of
Figure 4 is obtained, where F represents the vector of the the Increment function is equal to its input plus one. The
impulse response of a linear filter. The decorrelator fi re- Identity function requires no hardware to implement and is
moves all the linear dependencies in z(n); and the entropy useful if the data source has significant correlation. The Incoder, f2, then compresses the output of f1 in a lossless crement function is useful if x ( n ) is the data on the address.
bus of a microprocessor, because, due to fetches of instrucmanner.
tions and array elements, the next address on the address
2.1 The Source-Coding Framework
bus usually equals the current address plus unity (or some
The proposed framework in Figure 5 is based upon the power of 2). This function requires an incrementer each at
low-complexity source coder architecture (see Figure 4). the encoder and at the decoder.
The function f1 decorrelates the input z(n). Therefore, the
Two alternatives for f1, referred to as Exclusive-Or
(xor) and Difference-Eased Mapping (dbm), are considered
in this paper. The Ezclusive-Or function, xor, is given by
a bit-wise exclusive-or of the current input and the prediction. If the input, ~ ( n )is, B bits wide, then the t o r
Figure 3: Practical Commn. System for Noiseless Ch.
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function will require B exclusive-or gates at the encoder. It
can be shown that if fl is an .cor function (at the encoder),
then f3 is also a n .cor function (at the decoder). Hence,
B exclusive-or gates are required to implement $3. If F
is Ideniiiy, then the only difference between the encoder
and the decoder is that the encoder employs f?, where as
the decoder employs f;’. Therefore, the hardware between
the encoder and the decoder in a bidirectional pad can be
shared by employing an additional control line into a multiplexer that selects either the output of f2 or that off;’
depending on whether the input is to be encoded or decoded, respectively. The Difference- Based Mappzng, d b m ,
is described in Figure 6, where the d b m function returns the
difference between .c(n) and Z(n) properly adjusted so that
the output fits in the available B bits. If the input, x ( n ) .
is B bits wide, then the dbm function will require 3 B-bit
subtracters, B inverters, and B 4-to-1 multiplexers each at
the encoder and at the decoder. The d b m output is 0 when
the current and previous inputs are equal and it increases
as the absolute difference between the current input and
the prediction increases. This is also shown graphically in
Figure 7. Both x o r and d b m skew the original distribution
for most data and hence enable fz to reduce the number of
transitions even more.
Three possible choices for f2 are considered in this
paper, namely, I n v e r t (inv), Probabilzty-Based Mappzng
( p b m ) , and Value-Based Mappzng ( v b m ) . In the inv function, if the number of 1’s in e ( n ) exceeds half the number
of bus lines, then the input is inverted and the inversion is
signaled by setting an extra bit to ‘l’,else the input is not
inverted and the extra bit is set to ‘0’. The function inw
has been employed in Bus-Invert coding [lo]. The hardware required to implement the inv function is described
in [3,10]. In the p b m function, the number of 1’s in the
input is reduced by assigning, as in [2],code-words with
fewer 1’s to the more frequently occuring code-words. We
then map a ‘1’ to a transition waveform and a ‘0’ to a transitionless waveform employing an exclusive-or gate. The
probabilities can be computed employing a representative
data sequence. Thus, the most probable value of e ( n ) is
mapped to 0, the next B most probable values of e(.) are
mapped to 2; (i=O . . .B- l ) , and the next (f) most probable values are mapped to all values with exactly two l’s, and
so on. The hardware required to implement p b m will depend on the input probability distribution. An 8 bit input,
typically requires approximately 800 gates each to implement p b m and pbm-’. Since the hardware requirement of
p b m can grow exponentially with the input bit-width, we
can split wide busses into multiple narrow busses and apply
p b m independently on each of the smaller busses.
After ZOT and d b m are applied, smaller values are generally more probable than larger values. This is especially
true if fi is dbm. We employ this feature in v b m , in which
code-words with fewer 1’s are assigned to smaller values and
then map a ‘1’to a transition waveform and a ‘0’ to a transitionless waveform employing an exclusive-or gate. The
function v b m assumes that smaller values are more probable than larger values. The advantage of v b m over p b m
is that a representative data sequence is not needed. The
reduction in transitions with v b m , however, is usually lower
than pbm. Note that, the function v b m can be generated algorithmically by realizing that, if there are i ones in v b m ( a ) ,
then bit k- 1 of v b m ( a ) is 1 if U >
Once

Cl=:(5) (’T;’).
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bit k - 1 of v b m ( a ) is determined, the lower order bits can
be similarly determined in an iterative fashion. The number of l’s, i , in v b m ( a ) can be determined by finding i such
that, Ci,
(); 5 a + 1 <
(;). The algorithm requires k clocks, where k is the number of bits in the output
y(n). The function v b m can be implemented either, algorithmically or by employing combinational logic. An 8 bit
input typically requires 700 gates each to implement v b m
and vbm-‘ .

C:::

3

ENCODING SCHEMES

The proposed encoding schemes are summarized in Table l , where we have 7 encoding schemes employing different combinations of F, f 1 , and f2. The xor-pbm scheme
reduces the number of transitions by assigning fewer transitions to the more frequently occuring set of transitions in
the original signal. The closest approach in literature to
xor-pbm is [2] where signal samples having higher probability of occurrence are assigned code-words with fewer ON
bits. In VLSI circuits, power dissipation depends on the
number of transitions occuring at the capacitive nodes of
the circuit. The xor-pbm scheme differs from [2] in two
respects. It reduces the power dissipation by reducing the
number of transitions by assigning fewer transitions to the
more frequently occuring set of transitions. The xor-pbm
scheme also achieves a greater reduction in transitions by
skewing the input probability distribution by employing x o r
for fi. The xor-vbm scheme has the advantage over xorp b m of being an input independent mapping and requiring
lesser hardware to implement at the cost of typically lesser
reduction in transitions. The scheme dbm-pbm requires
more hardware than .cor-pbm but also reduces transitions
more because the function dbm skews the input probability
distribution more than tor.
The framework in Figure 5 can be employed to derive and improve existing coding schemes. For example, the _Gray coding scheme can be derived by letting
fl(r(n,),r ( n ) )= x ( n ) , f2 be the Gray coding scheme, and
removing the exclusive-or at the output of the encoder. The
Bus-Invert [lo] coding scheme can be obtained by letting f1
be .cor and fz be i n v . A variant of the Bus-Invert coding
scheme can be obtained by employing d b m instead of x o r
for f1 resulting in t.he dbm-inv scheme. The scheme in [2]
can be derived by letting f i ( x ( n ) , Z(n))= ~ ( n fz
) , be p b m ,
and removing the exclusive-or at the output of the encoder.
An improved version of the TO scheme in [l]can be derived
from our framework by employing the Increment function
for the predictor F (with overflow being ignored), zor for
fi, and Identity function for fi. This improved scheme,
called inc-mr, is shown in Figure 8. Unlike the TO scheme,
the inc-xor scheme does not require an extra bit, and as
simulation results will show, has a shorter critical path and
provides the same or more reduction in transitions.
The reduction in transitions due to a coding scheme can
be increased by introducing, either spatial redundancy in
the form of extra lines on the bus, or temporal redundancy
in the form of extra clocks to transfer the data, or both
[Ill. For instance, if an extra bit is added to the bus, f2
can employ the extra bit to further reduce transitions. For
instance, in the function p b m , the most probable value is
assigned 0. Assuming the bus is B 1 bits wide, the next
B+ 1 most probable values are assigned 2’ ( i = 0. . .B ) and
so on. The maximum number of transitions on the bus is
less than or equal to f .

+

activity of the input and CL is the bus capacitance per bit.
ANALYSES AND SIMULATIONS
For a given encoding and decoding scheme, we calculated
We now present analytical methods to estimate the tranthe power dissipation, &,coded as the sum of the power
sition activity, T,, on the bus in Figure 5 . We treat the case
dissipation at the encoder, the bus, and the decoder. If T
when the input, .c(n), is an address stream separately from
is the reduced word-level transition activity at the bus a[
the case when it is a data stream because the characterter
encoding then, PD,co,ied = p D , e n $ TYCLV j d f P D , d e e .
istics of address and data streams are different. We emTable 7 shows the area-delay-power information for the enployed the probabilistic model in [l] to calculate the trancoder and decoder for the Gray, TO, and i n c - t o r encoding
sition activity of an address stream after encoding. This
schemes employing 1 . 2 ~CMOS technology, 3.3V supply
model employs two parameters, q , the probability of havvoltage, and lOMHz clock frequency. The power dissipaing two consecutive addresses on the bus in two successive
tion was estimated employing 93 samples of an I address
clock cycles, and A’, the number of transitions on averstream. All the encoders and decoders were optimized for
age when two non-consecutive addresses are issued on the
minimum area. The Gray encoder-decoder has the lowbus. In general, q will depend on the source, while Ii will
est area, delay, and power. It, however, does not always
depend both on the source and the encoding scheme emprovide the most reduction in transition activity. The incployed. With this model, the average number of transixor scheme consumes slightly more area than TO but has
tions, TUnaigned, produced by the Unsigned code is given
a shorter critical path, slightly lower power dissipation and
by ( 1 - Q)KUnb*gned 29, where I<Unsjgned is the numprovides a higher reduction in transition activity than TO,
ber of transitions (on average) occuring when addresses
.
and does not require an extra bit on the bus.
are non-consecutive. It can be shown that for the UnT,,
when
the inWe
estimated
the
transition
activity,
signed code and large bus widths, there are two transitions
put, x ( n ) , is a data stream, by employing the model
(on average) taking place when the addresses are consecin [4 where a word-level signal is broken up into unutive. Similarly, the average number of transitions, procorre ated data bits, correlated data bits, and sign bits.
duced by the Gray, inc-xor, and TO codes is given by,
The uncorrelated data bits extend from the least signif(l-q)I$Gray CQ,( l.-q)Iiln+zort and ( 1 - ~ ) I ~ +2q(
T O 1-9)
icant bit up to a certain break-point BPo, which can
respectively. In Figure 9, we plot TunsIned, T G ~ ~
TTO,
,,
be estimated from high-level statistics [4,G]. The lower
and &c-xor as a function of the probatility y assuming
bound on the number of output transitions,
at
K(rnsrgned = I ~ - =
G I(tnc-+or
~ ~ ~ = KTO= 4. The inc-xor
scheme always has the least transition activity, Unsigned
always has the highest transition activity, and TO is better
than Gray only for q > f.
j is such that,
(f) < 2Bp. - 5
We
can also derive the following, empirical, estimate [7] for
In Table 2 we report the average word-level transition
activity when Unsigned, Gray, TO, and inc-xor encoding
schemes are employed to encode the addresses generated
when different benchmark programs are executed on the
that,
< 22T=
The derivations are
SGI Power Challenge with a MIPS RlOOOO processor. As
omitted due to lack of sDace. The average error when the
in [l], we consider three cases, transitions on the instrucis 6.4%
measured T, is employed to estimate Ti,ror-pbm
tion address bus (I), transitions on the data address bus
and,
excluding
ASCII
(PS)
data,
14%
when
Ty,xor-pbm
is
(D), and transitions on a multiplexed address bus (M). We
[GI.
The
errors
are
estimated
employing
high-level
statistics
encode only the most significant 30 bits since the least sighigher for ASCII (PS) data because the model of [4] does
nificant 2 bits are usually zero because successive instrucnot
hold well for this type of data.
tion and data elements on the MIPS processor differ by 4.
We now present results of simulations to measure the
The greatest reduction in transition activity employing inceffectiveness of schemes to encode data streams. The re$07 is observed for I-bus streams because the probability of
duction in transition activity when the first 6 schemes in
addresses being sequential is highest for such streams. The
inc-cor scheme is better than TO for 20 of the 24 streams. Table 1 are applied to the data sets in Table 3 is shown
in Table 4. The xor-vbm scheme, as expected, results
This is because inc-xor does not use an extra ‘increment’
in a slightly lesser reduction in transitions than xor-pbm.
bit and hence saves on transitions on that bit while proWe can achieve an average reduction in transitions of 36%
viding a similar reduction in transitions on the other bits.
for audio data employing xor-pbm with pbm optimized for
Of the four encoding schemes, i n c - l o r provides the greatA3 data and an average reduction of 35% for video data
est reduction in transition activity for all the I-bus streams
employing p b m optimized for V2 data. Hence, p b m optiand 6 of the 8 M-bus streams. The Gray code provides the
mized for one video/audio sequence performs well for other
greatest reduction in transition activity for all the D-bus
video/audio sequences, thus indicating the robustness of
streams and 2 of the 8 M-bus streams. In the next section,
these schemes to variations in signal statistics. There is lit,
we will present an analytical model to explain these results.
tle change in transitions for uniformly distributed, uncorreThe analytical estimate in Figure 9 matches well with mealated data (Rl). This occurs since x ( n ) and G ( n ) are uncorsured data in Table 2 in which for the I-bus, which has a
related, and hence all values of f i x ( n ) , $ ( n ) ) are equally
high value of q, the transition activity is in the descending
probable. Therefore fi does not re uce the total number of
order, Unsigned, Gray, TO, inc-xor. For the D-bus, which
transitions for R I data. The dbm-pbm scheme reduces the
has a low value of q , Gray code is better than inc-xor betransition activity more than xor-pbm because d b m skews
~ ~ less than Ii’inc-zor.The values
cause K G is ~typically
the input probability distribution more than x o r .
of KUnsignedr K G r a y , Kim-sort I ~ T oand
, q for benchmark
programs are shown in Table 2.
The reduction in transition activity with 1 bit of spatial
redundancy is shown in Table 5. For audio and video data,
The original, uncoded power dissipation at the bus is
r o r - p b m performs better than Bus-Invert or Bus-Invert
given by T,CLVjdf where T, is the word-level transition
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with compression (gzip) with the same redundancy. For R1
data, .tor-pbm does approximately the same as Bus-Invert,
which is optimal for the given redundancy for R1 data.
Compression followed by Bus-Invert is better for ASCII
files because gzip is very effective in compressing ASCII
files. It is possible to combine gzip with xor-pbm to obtain
a G3% reduction in transitions for the ASCII (Postscript)
data. The performance of xor-ubm with redundancy is only
slightly worse than cor-pbm with redundancy. In addition,
dbm-inv does better than Bus-Invert for all the data sets,
except for R1 data. for which the performance is approximately equal. The advantage of the dbm-inv scheme over
Bus-Invert increases as the correlation of the data to be
encoded increases.
We employed SIS to generate the net-lists for the encoder and the decoder for xor-pbm and Bus-Invert. We
then employed PSpice to estimate the power dissipation
in the encoder, P D . ~and
~ ~the, decoder, P D . d e c . We employed 1 . 2 ~CMOS technology with 3.3V supply voltage
and 20MHz frequency. The area-delay-power information
is presented in Table G . In Figure 10 we plot the power dissipation for different bus capacitances, CL. The power dissipation was estimated employing 30 samples of V2 input.
From Figure 10, we see that given a highly correlated input,
for small bus capacitances (<lOpF/bit), it is best to not encode the data at all. For capacitances above lOpF/bit, BusInvert provides a small reduction in power dissipation and
for capacitances above 14pF/bit, xor-pbm has the lowest
total power dissipation. For a bus capacitance of 5OpF/bit,
xor-pbm provides a power savings of 8.82 m W which is eight
times the power savings of 1.03 mW provided by Bus-Invert.
The slope of the graph of power dissipation versus bus capacitance is determined only by Ty, the reduced word-level
transition activity and the y-intercept is determined by the
~ ~ decoder
)
total power dissipation in the encoder ( F ‘ D , ~and
( P D , d e c ) . The slope of the curve can be reduced further
by employing a different coding scheme which could result
in a greater reduction in transitions. In our experiments,
we synthesized for minimum-delay. Therefore, the power
dissipation of the encoder and the decoder can be further
reduced by employing low power synthesis techniques. This
would reduce the y-intercept in Figure 10 and in turn reduce the cross-over point at which xor-pbm would have the
lowest power dissipation.
We have so far examined encoding schemes which do
not vary with time. Since the input data statistics can vary
over time, we simulated one adaptive scheme whereby the
encoder and the decoder both keep track of the probabilities
of the output of fl(r(n), .^(rt)). The function f i is implemented employing a RAM since its contents will change
with time. After processing each sample, both the encoder
and the decoder update the RAM based on the probability distribution of f l ( x ( n ) , Z ( n ) ) . The reduction in transitions for the adaptive scheme is given in Table 4 when f1
is zor. The RAMS were initialized to implement vbm as
it is an input independent mapping. For video, random,
and ASCII (PS) data which are 8 bits wide, the adaptive
scheme does nearly as well as cor-pbm without requiring
that the input probability distribution be known Q p n o r i .
The performance for the audio data, which are 16 bits wide,
is slightly less than xor-pbm because the data sequences
available were not long enough for the adaptive scheme to
converge to xor-pbm. Similar results were obtained for the
adaptive scheme with 1 bit of spatial redundancy, as shown

Figure 4: Linear Prediction Configuration

- _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ - _ _ I

~ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _- _. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Figure 5 : Low-Power Encoder-Decoder Framework

in Table 5. One disadvantage of the adaptive scheme is the
extra hardware required, and hence this scheme is to be employed when an input independent mapping is required and
vbm (also an input independent mapping) does not result
in significant reduction in transitions.
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Figure 9: Analytical Estimate of Transition Activity
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Table 2: Average Word-Level Transition Activity for Real
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